
Discover the capital of the Gaules with the City Tour in Impériale Bus, an unusual means of transport to discover Lyon at 

your own pace and in complete freedom ! You get on and off the bus as you wish, giving you some free time. 

The bus will drop you close to Lyon’s main sights. Enjoy commentary available in 8 languages. You’ll find this city tour bus in 

Bellecour square. It is larger than Moscow’s Red Square, and has an equestrian statue of Louis XIV in the center. 

Chez Mounier 
3 Rue des Marronniers - 04 78 37 79 26 
“Bouchon”, meals prepared with love as your 

grandmother would have. Credit cards not 

accepted.

Léon de Lyon 
Rue Pleney, Les Terreaux - 04 72 10 11 12
Traditionnal cuisine, fresh products, bistronomy 

atmosphere, recently bought by Laurent Gérra

or

- Bellecour Square: 4th greatest French square

- Jacobins Square: Dominated by its majestic fountain

- Terreaux : A symbol of Lyon life, with the incredible fountain designed by Bartholdi in front of the city hall.

- Painted Walls pay homage to the heritage of Lyon. Eg: silk workers wall, Lyon fresco, cinema wall…

- Courthouse Gateway: ideal spot to photograph a panorama of the Saône, Fourvière and Croix-Rousse.

-  Vieux Lyon and Saint Jean: oldest quarter of Lyon. Exchange square, Rue du Bœuf… with pink ocre houses, “traboules” 

and lanes, reminiscent of Italy.

-  The Confluence: Symbol of evolution “à la lyonnaise”, this area has recently been reclaimed from docklands, enjoy one of 

the numerous terraces or stroll along the Saône river. Visit the Confluence museum: one of the most recent contemporary 

museum in the world housed in a futuristic steeland- glass crystal construction, an ambitious science-and-humanities 

museum.

-  Gallo-Romans theater on Fourvière: travel through time to Antiquity and discover the archeological site and theatre and 

close by clumb up and visit the Fourvière Basilica : From the esplanade capture breathtaking views of Lyon. If the weather 

is clear, you may even see the Mont-Blanc.

-  Sweet specialties: chocolate and marzipan: “coussins : «Maison Voisin» - Place Bellecour or place des Terreaux - Specialties with 

pralines «A la Marquise» ou «Boulangerie du Palais» -Rue St Jean, Vieux Lyon 

-  Local savoury specialities: the Quenelles from «Chez Giraudet» 2 Rue Colonel Chambonnet or «Chez Malartre» 29 Quai St-Antoine.

A QUICK DISCOVERY OF THE « GONES » CAPITAL
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SITES NOT TO BE MISSED IN THE CITY TOUR

Lunch at Bourg en Bresse

La Cour des Loges 
6 Rue du Bœuf - 04 72 77 44 44 
www.courdesloges.com
An exceptional address in a Florentine palace in Vieux Lyon 

Culinary specialties in the “capital of the gastronomy”

-  Aquarium of Lyon, fun setting, where you will 

discover worldwide fish.

   7 Rue Stéphane Dechant - La Mulatière

-  Creativity market, every Sunday morning at 

the Romain Rolland wharf, for a meeting of 

creative artists and art lovers.

Other activitiesGourmet evening 
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